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 ON THE MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL MOBILITY:
 AN INDEX OF STATUS PERSISTENCE *

 LEO A. GOODMAN

 University of Chicago

 Considering a cross-classification table that describes an aspect of social mobility (the rela-
 tion between origin status and destination status) for a population of individuals, this paper
 shows that the usual indices of mobility (or immobility), which are based upon a com-
 parison of the observed frequencies in the mobility table with the corresponding expected
 frequencies estimated under the assumption of "perfect mobility," are defective in an impor-
 tant respect. A different index is introduced which is not defective in this respect. For those
 individuals whose origins are in a given status category, the new index measures the degree
 to which an individual's status of origin "persists" from his origin to his destination. This
 index can be used to compare the different status categories of origin with respect to their
 degree of status persistence, and it can also be used for other comparative purposes. Calcu-
 lating this index of persistence for the data in the classical studies of intergeneration social
 mobility in Britain and in Denmark, we find, for example, that (1) its magnitude is nega-
 tive for those whose origins are in the middle (M) status category (i.e., there is, in a cer-
 tain sense, an "exodus" from the middle status category); (2) its magnitude is positive for
 those whose origins are in the upper (U) or lower (L) status categories; (3) it is greater
 for those whose origins are in the U status category than for those whose origins are in
 the L status category; and (4) the magnitudes of the index for the different status cate-
 gories of origin differ from each other in statistically significant ways. The index of persis-
 tence introduced here can serve to supplement and extend some of the methods developed
 in the author's earlier work.

 W E shall discuss a methodological
 problem pertaining to the measure-
 ment of the degree of social mobil-

 ity using, for illustrative purposes, five dif-
 ferent cross-classification tables describing

 intergeneration social mobility: (a) two
 hypothetical 3 x 3 cross-classification tables;
 (b) two 3 x 3 tables based upon data ob-
 tained in the studies of British social mo-
 bility by Glass and his co-workers (1954),
 and of Danish social mobility by Svalastoga
 (1959); and (c) a 5x5 table based upon
 the data in the British study. The point of
 view and methods described in the present
 paper can be applied not only to the analy-
 sis of intergeneration social-mobility tables,

 * This research was supported in part by Research
 Contract No. NSF GS 1905 from the Division of
 the Social Sciences of the National Science Founda-
 tion. For helpful comments, the author is indebted
 to J. Fennessey, S. Fienberg, S. Haberman, D. Mc-
 Farland, and T. Pullum.
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 but also to the analysis of certain kinds of
 intrageneration social-mobility tables, and
 more generally to the analysis of cross-
 classification tables that describe certain
 kinds of processes of change.

 Much has been written on methodological
 problems pertaining to the measurement of
 social mobility (see, e.g., Yasudo, 1964;
 Duncan, 1966; Wilensky, 1966). In the
 present paper, we shall begin with a cross-
 classification table that describes an aspect
 of social mobility (the relation between
 origin status and destination status) for a
 population of individuals. We shall first
 focus our attention on a problem that arises
 in the interpretation of any of the usual
 indices of this aspect of social mobility (or
 immobility) calculated from the data in the

 cross-classification table. We shall show that
 these indices (which are based, in one way
 or another, on a comparison of the observed
 frequencies in the table with the correspond-
 ing "expected frequencies" estimated in the
 usual way) 1 can lead to incorrect or mis-
 leading interpretations of the data. To
 remedy this defect, we shall suggest that
 the observed frequencies in the table should
 be compared with a different kind of "ex-
 pected frequency"; 2 and after making this
 comparison, we shall consider the problem
 of measuring the degree to which an indi-
 vidual's status of origin "persists" from his
 origin to his destination. We shall introduce
 herein an index that measures, for any
 given origin status, the degree to which
 the status of origin "persists" for those

 people having the given origin status; and
 we shall compare this index with some of
 the other measures that have been proposed
 in the earlier literature on social mobility.
 We shall also show how to apply some of
 the statistical methods developed in an
 earlier article on the analysis of "persis-
 tence," by the present author (Goodman,
 1964b), to test whether the degree of status
 persistence is different for people who differ
 with respect to their origin status.

 TWO SIMPLE EXAMPLES

 Let us consider the hypothetical cross-
 classification described by Table 1A. Be-

 TABLE 1. CROSS-CLASSIFICATION OF Two HY-

 POTHETICAL SAMPLES OF MALES ACCORDING TO

 EACH SUBJECT'S STATUS CATEGORY (CATE-

 GORY OF DESTINATION) AND His

 FATHER'S STATUS CATEGORY

 (CATEGORY OF ORIGIN)

 Table 1A: First Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 144 36 36
 Father's Status M 360 252 360

 L 36 36 36

 Table 1B: Second Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 250 300 200
 Father's Status M 200 600 400

 L 100 300 200

 cause the data in this social-mobility table
 are of particularly simple form, we can
 analyze these data by sight alone, ignoring
 (for the moment) even the methods of
 analysis taught in introductory courses in
 statistics.3 By examining Table 1A by sight
 alone, we note that (1) people with origin
 status L are distributed uniformly in the
 three status categories of destination; (2)
 people with origin status M are also dis-
 tributed uniformly except for a deficiency

 1 The usual "expected frequencies" are estimated
 under the assumption that there is "perfect mo-
 bility" from origin status to destination status. The
 assumption of "perfect mobility" means that each
 individual's destination status (i.e., his column
 classification) is assumed to be independent (in
 a statistical sense) of his origin status (i.e., his
 row clarification), for the population of individuals
 to which the cross-classification table pertains.

 2 The kind of "expected frequency" that we
 recommend will be estimated under a more realistic
 assumption than the usual "perfect mobility" as-
 sumption. For this purpose, the more general con-
 cept of "quasi-perfect mobility" (or "quasi-inde-
 pendence") was introduced, and appropriate
 methods for estimating the "expected frequencies"
 under the assumption of "quasi-perfect mobility"
 were developed, in an earlier series of articles by
 the present author (Goodman, 1963, 1964a, 1965,
 1968, 1969).

 3 Indeed, if the reader will erase from his mind
 (for the time being) the methods of analysis he
 has been taught in introductory courses in statis-
 tics, he will probably find it easier to follow us
 in our analysis by sight of the data in Table 1A.
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 of individuals with destination status M;
 and (3) people with origin status U are
 also distributed uniformly except for an ex-
 cess of individuals with destination status
 U. This view of Table 1A would suggest
 that there is (1) no tendency for origin
 status L to persist, (2) a tendency for there
 to be an "exodus" from origin status M
 (i.e., for persistence to be "negative" from
 origin status WI), and (3) a tendency for
 origin status U to "persist" (i.e., for per-
 sistence to be "positive" for origin status
 U).

 We have introduced Table 1A herein be-
 cause it has the simple interpretation noted
 above,4 and because it can be used as an
 indicator for judging which of the various
 indices of interest are compatible, and which
 are incompatible, with this interpretations
 If the numerical value of a given index
 calculated for Table 1A is incompatible
 with our interpretation of this simple table,
 we would then be doubtful about the utility
 of the index for the analysis of less simple
 mobility tables (e.g., the social-mobility
 tables for Britain and Denmark described
 in the next section).6 We shall see later
 herein that Table 1A is similar, in some
 important respects, to the 3 x 3 tables de-
 scribing social mobility in Britain and in
 Denmark.7 This fact adds some weight to

 the use of Table 1A as an indicator for
 judging the utility of the various indices
 of interest.8

 Let us now reexamine Table 1A using
 the index of social immobility based upon
 the usual mobility ratios (i.e., the ratios of
 the observed frequencies in the table and
 the corresponding expected frequencies esti-
 mated under the assumption of perfect mo-
 bility).9 If there were perfect mobility, then
 the usual estimate of the expected frequen-
 cies in the three diagonal cells of Table lA
 would be 90, 243, and 36, for the (U,U),
 (M,M), and (LL) cells, respectively. Com-
 paring the observed frequencies in these cells
 (viz., 144, 252, and 36) with the correspond-
 ing expected frequencies, as is usually done,
 we obtain ratios of 144/90=1.60, 252/243
 =1.04, and 36/36=1.00, respectively.
 Thus, by the usual methods, we see that the
 observed frequency in the diagonal cells of
 Table 1A is greater than the corresponding
 expected frequency (estimated under the as-
 sumption of perfect mobility) for origin
 status categories U and M; and the observed
 and expected frequencies are equal for origin
 status L. The reader might get the impres-
 sion from the interpretation of the mobility
 ratios that (a) there is a tendency for status
 origins U and M to persist from origin to
 destination, and (b) there is no such ten-
 dency for origin status L. Thus, the use of
 the usual mobility-ratio methods would con-
 vey an impression concerning mobility from
 origin status M that is incompatible with
 the simple interpretation arrived at by sight
 earlier in this section.

 Let us now examine why the interpreta-
 tions were incompatible. The interpretation
 in the preceding paragraph uses the "per-
 fect-mobility" model to obtain a standard
 with which to compare the observed data in

 4 Of course, other interpretations of this table
 are possible. However, for Table 1A, the simple
 interpretation obtained by sight alone is entirely
 congruent with the data, and it leads to an ex-
 planatory model for the table that is, in a certain
 sense, complete. We shall discuss this further later
 herein.

 5 For a given mobility table, two indices are
 described as "incompatible," if the general impres-
 sion pertaining to some aspect of mobility, which
 is conveyed by the interpretation of one of the
 indices, appears to contradict the corresponding
 general impression conveyed by the interpretation
 of the other index. Since different indices actually
 measure different things, a comparison of the in-
 dices will help to clarify what each is in fact
 measuring.

 6 On the other hand, it should be noted that
 an index that is defective in the sense described
 above may, nevertheless, have other merits.

 7 I noted in my earlier article (1965) that there
 was "quasi-perfect mobility" in the British and
 Danish tables, when the entries in the three diag-
 onal cells are blanked out (i.e., when status in-
 heritance in the three status categories is taken
 into account). We shall see below that there is

 also "quasi-perfect mobility" in Table IA, when
 the entries in the three diagonal cells are blanked
 out. (There is also "quasi-perfect mobility" in
 Table IA, when the entries in the first two diag-
 onal cells-(U,U) and (M,M)-are blanked out.)

 8Other hypothetical tables that (a) have simple
 interpretations and (b) are similar, in some impor-
 tant respects, to actual social-mobility tables, could
 also be used as indicators for judging the utility
 of the various indices. Different hypothetical tables
 might lead to different judgments about a particu-
 lar index.

 9 See footnote 1.
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 Table 1A; whereas, the interpretation ar-
 rived at by sight uses a different kind of
 model ' to obtain a different standard for
 purposes of comparison. The observed data
 contradict the "perfect mobility" assump-
 tion; 11 but they do not contradict the
 model pertaining to the interpretation ar-
 rived at by sight.12 In arriving at a stan-
 dard with which to compare the data, use
 of the model that does not contradict the
 data will usually be preferable to use of
 the unrealistic "perfect-mobility" model.

 To gain further insight into the problem
 of interpretation that arises when the "per-
 fect-mobility" model is used to obtain the
 standard of comparison, let us consider for
 the moment a different hypothetical mobil-
 ity table; viz., Table lB. Note that if the
 entry in the (U,U) cell of this table had
 been 100, rather than 250, there would have
 been "perfect mobility" in the table. Since
 Table 1 B could serve as an example of
 "perfect-mobility" simply by reducing the
 entry in only one of its cells (viz., the
 (U,U) cell), we find it worthwhile to use
 this table, as well as Table 1A, as an indi-
 cator for judging the utility of the usual
 indices based upon the "perfect-mobility"
 model.

 First, let us examine Table lB by sight
 alone. Having noted that, aside from the ex-
 cess of people in the (UU) cell, there is
 "perfect mobility" in this table, we would
 conclude that there is (1) no tendency for
 status origins M or L to persist, and (2) a
 tendency for status origin U to persist. On
 the other hand, a reexamination of this table
 using the usual index of status immobility
 would convey an impression concerning mo-
 bility from status origins M and L that is
 incompatible with the simple interpretation
 noted above. We shall now explain why this
 would happen.

 The defect noted above in the interpreta-
 tion of Table 1B obtained with the usual
 immobility index (based upon the mobility
 ratios) is due to the fact that, in calculating

 10 We shall discuss this model more fully in the
 next section.

 11 For Table IA, an individual's destination
 status is obviously dependent upon his origin
 status.

 12 See further discussion in the next section.

 the usual expected frequencies, if the ob-
 served frequency in cell (U,U) is "too
 large" (in the sense described above), this
 large frequency will increase the column and
 row marginal totals pertaining to category
 U, which will in turn decrease the relative
 size of the column and row marginals per-
 taining to the remaining categories (i.e.,
 categories M and L), relative to category
 U. With this relative decrease in the mar-
 ginals pertaining to categories M and L, we
 obtain a decrease in the expected frequen-
 cies in cells (M,M) and (L,L) (estimated
 under the assumption of perfect mobility);
 and thus, the ratios of the observed to the
 expected frequencies in the (M,M) and
 (L,L) cells are raised above 1. But the fact
 that these mobility ratios are greater than
 1 would convey an impression 13 about Table
 1B that would contradict the conclusion ar-
 rived at earlier, by sight alone, that there
 is no tendency for status origins M or L to
 persist.

 Many of the usual measures of social mo-
 bility are based, in one form or another, on
 the comparison of the observed frequencies
 with the corresponding expected frequencies
 estimated under the assumption of perfect
 mobility. (See, e.g., Rogoff, 1953; Glass,
 1954; Carlsson, 1958; Svalastoga, 1959.)
 Considering those measures that are based
 upon this kind of comparison, we have noted
 that they are subject to the following de-
 fect: The estimate of the expected frequency
 in any given diagonal cell, say the (M,M)
 cell, is affected by an observed excess (or,
 possibly, a dearth) of individuals in any
 other diagonal cell, say the (L,L) cell.14

 13 This kind of defective impression, which is
 obtained with the mobility ratios, would be ob-
 tained whenever the "perfect mobility" model is
 applied as a standard to any cross-classification
 table for which, aside from the excess of people
 in the (U,U) cell, there is "perfect mobility" in
 the table.

 14 The two hypothetical tables (Tables IA and
 IB), considered in this. section, and the British and
 Danish 3 x 3 mobility tables (Tables 2A and 2B),
 considered in the following sections, have an ob-
 served excess (or a dearth) of individuals only
 in some (or all) of the diagonal cells; and, as we
 shall see in the next section, there is "quasi-perfect
 mobility" in the non-diagonal cells. Because of
 this, we have not been concerned, at this point in
 the exposition, with the case where an observed
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 This defect can lead to an incorrect or mis-
 leading interpretation of the data.

 QUASI-PERFECT MOBILITY

 We noted earlier that, if the entry in the
 (U,U) cell of Table lB were changed from
 250 to 100, there would be "perfect mobil-
 ity" in the modified table. Because of this,
 we say that there is "quasi-perfect mobil-
 ity" in Table lB when the entry in the

 (U,U) cell is "adjusted." Letting Rj denote
 the probability that an individual will fall
 in destination status category j (for j 1,
 2, 3 corresponding to U, M, L, respectively),
 we see that R =1/6, R2=1/2, and R3=1/3
 for the modified form of Table lB. Letting
 Pi denote the probability that an individual
 will fall in origin status category i (for
 i- I 2, 3 corresponding to U, M, L, re-
 spectively), we see that P1=l/4, P2= /2,
 and P3= 1/4 for the modified form of this
 table. Note that

 3 3
 Y Rj =1 and E Pi_ l, (1)
 j=1 i=1

 for the 3 x 3 table. Letting PIj denote the
 probability that an individual will fall in
 origin status i and destination status j, we
 see that

 Pij=PiRj1 (2)
 for each cell (i,j) in the modified table.
 Equation (2) states that, if we consider the
 individuals in the modified table, an indi-
 vidual's destination status is independent
 (in a statistical sense) of his origin status;
 i.e., that there is "perfect mobility" in the
 modified table.

 Let us now consider Table lA. If the
 entries in cells (U,U) and (M,M\) of this
 table are changed from 144 and 252 to 36
 and 360, respectively, there would be "per-
 fect mobility" in the modified table. Be-
 cause of this, we say that there is "quasi-

 excess (or a dearth) of individuals occurs also in
 some non-diagonal cells. (This topic will be dis-
 cussed in the later section on the analysis of the
 British 5 x 5 mobility table (Table 7).) As we
 noted earlier, we have been concerned here with
 particularly simple examples (in which there is
 "quasi-perfect mobility" in the non-diagonal cells)
 because, if an index leads to a defective interpre-
 tation for these simple tables, we would be doubt-
 ful about the utility of the index calculated for
 less simple mobility tables.

 perfect mobility" in Table 1A when the
 entries in cells (U,U) and (M,M) are "ad-
 justed." For the modified form of this
 table, we find that R1=R2=R3=1/3, and
 P1=1/12, P2.5/6, Pa3=1/12; and equa-

 tion (2) is satisfied when these values of Rj
 and Pi are used.

 We have defined "quasi-perfect mobility"
 here for a given table (say, Table 1A or
 IB) by the condition that equation (2) is
 satisfied for a modified form of the table
 in which the entries in certain specified cells
 have been adjusted. An alternative, but
 equivalent, definition of "quasi-perfect mo-
 bility" is the following: Let us blank out
 the entries in certain specified cells of the
 table (e.g., cell (U,U) in Table 1B, and
 cells (U,U) and (M,M) in Table 1A). Con-
 sidering now the individuals in the table

 with its blanked-out cells, let Puij denote
 the probability that an individual will fall
 in origin status i and destination status j
 (i.e., in cell (ij)) of this table. We assign
 a zero probability to each blanked-out cell.
 Then there is "quasi-perfect mobility" in
 the table if the Poij satisfy the following
 equation for each cell (i,j) that is not
 blanked out:

 ?J-=P1R~i/ [E1*P1Rj]) (3 )
 where the symbol E*P1Rj denotes the sum-
 mation of PiRj over all cells (ij) that are
 not blanked out. Note that equation (3)
 is satisfied for Table 1B when cell (U,U)
 is blanked out; and also for Table 1A when
 cells (U,U) and (M,AM) are blanked out.15
 In equation (3), the parameters Rj and Pi
 are positive constants that will satisfy this
 equation, and that also satisfy equation (1).

 Let us now consider the case where all
 the diagonal cells in the table are blanked
 out. In this case, equation (3) can be re-
 written as

 3

 Poij=PiRj/[l- PkR.;, (4)
 k=1

 for all cells (i,j) where i-/j. Here we have
 excluded from consideration (i.e., we have
 blanked out) any individual whose origin

 15 Furthermore, equation (3) is satisfied for
 Table 1B when any other cells (for example,
 (M,M) and (L,L)) are blanked out in addition
 to cell (U,U); and also for Table 1A when any
 other cells (for example, (L,L)) are blanked out
 in addition to cells (U,U) and (M,M).
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 and destination status categories are the
 same.

 To gain a more complete understanding
 of the meaning of the Rj and Pi, we first
 return to the definition of "quasi-perfect"
 mobility using the "adjusted" entries (rather
 than "blanked-out" entries), which we in-
 troduced at the beginning of this section.
 If we now focus our attention only on the
 non-diagonal entries of the table, and allow
 the diagonal entries to be "adjusted" in a
 way that leads to "perfect mobility" in the
 modified table, then the probability Pj (de-
 fined earlier herein) for the modified table

 will satisfy equation (2) where Rj denotes
 the probability that an individual (in the
 modified table) will fall in destination status
 category j, and Pi denotes the probability
 that an individual (in the modified table)
 will fall in origin status category i.1'6 If we
 consider now the table in which the diag-
 onal cells have been blanked out, then the

 probability P0ij (defined earlier herein) for
 this table will satisfy (4), where the Rj and
 Pi are the quantities defined above for the
 modified table.'7 Thus, in this case, we
 might describe Rj as the "theoretical ten-
 dency" for an individual to fall in the des-
 tination status category j, considering only
 those individuals whose origin and destina-
 tion status categories are different; and a
 similar kind of description applies to the
 Pi. In other words, having excluded from
 consideration the individuals in the table
 whose origin and destination status cate-
 gories are the same, Rj is the hypothetical
 proportion of individuals in destination
 status category j in the population described

 16 If we focus our attention only on the non-
 diagonal entries of Table 1A, and allow the diag-
 onal entries to be "adjusted" in a way that leads
 to "perfect mobility" in the modified table, then
 the entries in the diagonal cells (U,U), (MM),
 (L,L) in the modified table will be 36, 360, 36
 respectively; i.e., the adjustment actually changes
 the entries in only two out of the three diagonal
 cells (viz, (U,U) and (M,M)). Similarly, if we
 focus our attention only on the non-diagonal en-
 tries of Table 1B, the adjustment of the diagonal
 entries actually changes only one out of the three
 diagonal entries.

 17 We use the term "modified table" to refer to
 the table in which certain entries have been "ad-
 justed" in the way indicated above. We do not
 use this term to refer to the table in which certain
 cells have been blanked out.

 by the corresponding modified table (i.e.,
 in the hypothetical population in which the
 diagonal cells have been "adjusted" to ob-
 tain "perfect mobility" 18). A similar kind
 of definition can be given for the Pi.-9 (A
 somewhat different, and perhaps simpler,
 interpretation for the Rj will be presented
 in the following section.)

 At the beginning of the present section,

 we calculated the numerical values of Rj
 and Pi for Tables 1A and 1B, and we noted
 that there is "quasi-perfect mobility" in
 these tables. These calculations were ele-
 mentary because of the particularly simple
 form of these tables. We shall now consider
 tables that have a somewhat less simple
 form.

 TABLE 2. CROSS-CLASSIFICATION OF BRITISH AND
 DANISH MALE SAMPLES ACCORDING TO EACH

 SUBJECT'S STATUS CATEGORY (CATEGORY
 OF DESTINATION) AND His FATHER'S

 STATUS CATEGORY (CATEGORY OF
 ORIGIN)

 Table 2A: British Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 588 395 159
 Father's Status M 349 714 447

 L 114 320 411

 Table 2B: Danish Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 685 280 118
 Father's Status M 232 348 198

 L 83 201 246

 Let us turn to the two mobility tables in
 Table 2. These tables provide cross-classi-
 fications of male samples in Britain and in
 Denmark according to each subject's occu-
 pational status category and his father's
 occupational status category. The U, M,

 18 Since there is "perfect mobility" in the modi-
 fied table, the same hypothetical proportion Rj
 (for j=1,2,3) applies for individuals in each of
 the origin status categories in the modified table.
 In other words, Ri is equal to the hypothetical
 proportion of individuals in destination status cate-
 gory j in the population described by the indi-
 viduals who are in origin status category i in the
 modified table (for i=1,2,3).

 19 See my article (1968) for further comments.
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 and L status categories for the British data
 correspond to the occupational status cate-
 gories 1-4, 5, and 6-7, respectively, as de-
 fined by Glass and his co-workers (1954);
 and for the Danish data they correspond to
 occupational categories 1-6, 7, 8-9, respec-
 tively, as defined by Svalastoga (1959).2?

 In my earlier article (1965), I showed
 that the observed pattern of frequencies in
 the non-diagonal cells of these cross-classi-
 fication tables was congruent with the thesis
 that there was quasi-perfect mobility in the
 non-diagonal cells. This was done for each

 of these tables by (a) blanking out the
 diagonal cells in the table; (b) calculating

 estimates Rj and Pi of the parameters Rj
 and Pi under the assumption of quasi-perfect
 mobility in the non-diagonal cells; 21 (C)

 calculating estimates F0Ij of the "expected
 frequencies" in the non-diagonal cells under
 this assumption of quasi-perfect mobility,
 using the formula 22

 F0ij no Pij, (5)
 where n' is the number of individuals in

 the non-diagonal cells and P0Ij is the esti-
 mate of P0Ij calculated by replacing Rj and
 Pi in equation (4) by their corresponding

 estimates Ri and Pi; and then (d) com-
 paring the observed frequency fij in the non-
 diagonal cells (iZj) with the corresponding

 F ij using the chi-square goodness-of-fit
 statistic 23

 TABLE 3. EXPECTED MOBILITY PATTERN FOR BRITISH
 DANISH MALE SAMPLES WHEN QUASI-PERFECT

 MOBILITY IS ASSUMED FOR THOSE INDI-
 VIDUALS WITH DESTINATION STATUS

 CATEGORIES THAT DIFFER FROM
 THEIR ORIGIN STATUS CATEGORIES

 Table 3A: British Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 588* 390.2 163.8

 Father's Status M 353.8 714* 442.2
 L 109.2 324.8 411*

 Table 3B: Danish Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 685* 284.7 113.3
 Father's Status M 227.3 348* 202.7

 L 87.7 196.3 246*

 * These cells were blanked out when calculating
 the expected mobility pattern for the cells that
 were not blanked out; i.e., for the non-diagonal
 cells. The frequencies, which are given here in the
 cells that were blanked out, are the observed
 frequencies.

 _X )2/Foijy (6)
 where the summation is over all non-diagonal
 cells.24

 The numerical values of the F'1j, ob-
 tained by the method described above and
 (in more detail) in the Appendix Al herein,
 are given in Table 3.25 Applying (6) to

 compare the f1j in Table 2 with the F 0i in
 Table 3, we obtain X2-=0.6 for the British

 20 These tables were studied earlier by White
 (1963) and Goodman (1965).

 21 The calculation of the Ri and Pi is described
 (in summary form) in Appendix Al herein. These
 methods were developed for the case where the
 data in the mobility table describe either (1) a
 simple random sample of individuals or (2) a
 stratified random sample in which the column cate-
 gories (or the row categories) of the table form
 the strata that are sampled. We use these methods
 (and related methods) here as an approximate
 gauge even though the data in Table 2 were actu-
 ally obtained by a kind of stratified sampling
 different from that described above.

 22 As was noted in my earlier work (Goodman,

 1963, 1964a), we actually can calculate F?1 more
 A A

 directly without first calculating Ri, Pi, and

 P ,j; see also Appendix Al herein.
 23 In addition to the chi-square goodness-of-fit

 statistic, my article (1965) gave several other
 methods for comparing the observed frequencies
 with the "expected frequencies." For the sake of
 simplicity and brevity, we shall not discuss these

 other methods here, though they are useful.
 24 In other words, x2 is obtained by summing

 A. A.

 (fit-F'1i)2/F rj over all cell (ij) that are not
 blanked out, i.e., over all non-diagonal cells.

 25 There should, of course, be blanks in the
 diagonal cells of Table 3; but we have inserted
 the observed frequencies in the cells that were
 actually blanked out. In the cells that were actu-
 ally blanked out in Table 17 of my earlier article
 (1969), the "adjusted" frequencies (rather than
 observed frequencies) were inserted; i.e., the "fre-
 quencies" that would make the expected mobility
 pattern conform to a pattern of "perfect mobility"
 for the entire cross-classification table. Thus, Table
 3 above (with blanks in the diagonal cells) gives
 the estimated expected frequencies under quasi-
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 sample, and X2=0.8 for the Danish sample.

 Since each of the chi-square statistics has
 one degree of freedom under the null hy-
 pothesis of quasi-perfect mobility, we are
 impressed with how well the observed fre-
 quencies in these samples can be fitted
 under the assumption of quasi-perfect mo-
 bility.26

 Having noted that the assumption of
 "quasi-perfect mobility" is more realistic
 than the more usual assumption of "perfect
 mobility," we shall now introduce an in-
 dex that uses as a standard this more realis-
 tic assumption. We shall first consider the
 case where all diagonal cells are blanked
 out (as above), and then the case where
 only some of the diagonal cells are blanked
 out.27 In a later section, we shall consider
 the case where some non-diagonal cells are
 blanked out in addition to the diagonal cells.

 AN INDEX OF PERSISTENCE

 In Appendix Al, we give a method for
 A A.

 calculating the estimates Rj and Pi of the
 corresponding parameters Rj and Pi, under
 the assumption of quasi-perfect mobility.28
 Applying these methods to the British and
 Danish samples, we obtain the following

 A A A

 numerical values for R1, R2, and R3: 0.19,
 0.57, and 0.24, respectively, for the British
 data; and 0.24, 0.54, and 0.21, respectively,
 for the Danish data. (All calculations pre-
 sented in this paper were carried out to
 more significant digits than are reported

 here.) Since Rj estimates the theoretical
 tendency for an individual to fall in destina-
 tion status category j (calculated from the
 entries in the non-diagonal cells), it would

 seem natural to compare R3 with the ob-

 served proportion Aj of individuals who fall
 in destination status category j among those
 whose origin status category was j. Since

 the maximum possible value of Aj is 1 (in
 the case of complete persistence), we shall

 compare Aj-Rj with 1-R., thus obtaining
 the following index of persistence: 29
 A A A A

 Gj=(Aj-Rj)/(1-Rj), for j=1,2,3. (7)
 Table 4 gives the numerical values of the

 index of persistence Gj for the British and

 Danish samples. Note that (1) Gj is nega-
 tive for the status category M, and it is
 positive for the status categories U and L,
 in both the British and Danish samples;

 (2) Gj is larger for status category U than
 for status category L, in both the British

 and Danish samples; (3) Gj is larger for

 TABLE 4. AN INDEX OF THE DEGREE TO WHICH AN
 INDIVIDUAL'S STATUS OF ORIGIN PERSISTS FROM HIS

 ORIGIN TO HIS DESTINATION, CALCULATED FOR

 EACH STATUS CATEGORY OF ORIGIN IN THE

 BRITISH AND DANISH SAMPLES

 Status British Danish
 Category Sample Sample

 U 0.40 0.52
 M -0.22 -0.21
 L 0.32 0.32

 status category U in the Danish sample
 than in the British sample, and for the other
 two status categories the corresponding
 values in the two samples are approximately
 equal.

 perfect mobility corresponding to the observed
 frequencies (with the diagonal cells blanked out)
 in Table 2 herein; and Table 17 of my earlier
 article (1969) gives the "modified table" (in the
 sense described in footnote 17 herein) correspond-
 ing to Table 3 above. (A typographical error in
 Table 17: "358.8" should be "353.8".)

 26 See footnote 23.
 27 Recall the earlier discussion of Tables 1B and

 1A.
 28The parameters Rj and Pi were defined in

 the preceding section.

 29 Other names for this index of "persistence"
 may in some respects be preferable and in other
 respects not. In any case, the meaning of the index
 is clear. Since our data give only origin and des-
 tination status categories, we are unable (with
 these data) to measure or make inferences about
 status changes that might have taken place during
 the period from the individual's "origin" to the
 time his "destination" was established. Of course,
 the fact that an individual is in the same origin
 and destination status categories does not imply
 that he remained continuously in the status cate-
 gory from his "origin" to the time his "destination"
 was established; he may have moved several times.
 Our index of "persistence" reflects an aspect ot
 the observed relationship between origin and des-
 tination status categories.
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 The index Gj measures the difference be-

 tween the observed proportion Aj and Rj,

 relative to the difference between 1 and Rj.
 It is a normed index in the sense that
 its maximum possible value is one. If the

 Rj are less than a constant C, then the
 minimum possible value of the index is
 -C/(1-C). We shall now provide some
 further insight into the interpretation of

 Gj.
 Let 7rij denote the probability that an in-

 dividual's destination status will be j, given
 that his origin status is i. From the defini-
 tion of 7rij for the 3 x 3 table, we see that

 3

 7rjj_1, for i-1,2,3. (8)
 j 1

 In my earlier article (1965), I noted that
 the thesis of quasi-perfect mobility for the
 non-diagonal cells could be described by
 equation (4) presented earlier herein, or
 equivalently, by the following equation:

 [A1, for i-j
 7rijg (9)

 L(1-Aj)Rj/(1-R1), for i=Aj,
 where Rj is the theoretical tendency de-
 scribed in the preceding section, and where
 Ai is the probability that an individual's
 destination status will be i given that his
 origin status is i. Writing

 Gj=(Aj-Rj)/( 1-Rj), (10)
 we find that equation (9) can also be writ-
 ten as

 rG+?(1-G1)R1, for i j
 tij ] ~~~~~~(11)

 L(1-Gi)Rj, for i7&j.

 Note that our index Gj given by equation
 (7) is an estimate of Gj given by equation
 (10).

 Equation (11) can be interpreted as fol-
 lows: Let us suppose that the population of
 individuals who have origin status i can be
 divided into two groups: a "stayer" group
 and a "mover" group. For an individual in
 the "stayer" group, the probability is 1 that
 his destination status will be the same as
 his origin status; 30 and for an individual

 in the "mover" group, the probability is Rj
 that his destination status will be j (for
 j=1,2,3).31 For the population of indi-
 viduals who have origin status i, let Gi be
 the proportion of them who are in the
 "stayer" group, and let 1- Gi be the propor-
 tion of them who are in the "mover" group.
 Considering now each individual from this
 population (i.e., from the population of
 those who have origin status i), we find
 that the probability 7rij that his destination
 status will be j can be described by formula
 (11). Thus, since formula (11) was first
 obtained above by rewriting equation (9)
 using the definition of Gj given by formula
 (10), we see that the quantity Gj defined
 by formula (10) can be interpreted simply
 as the proportion of "stayers" among those
 having origin status j.32 Similarly, the pa-
 rameter Rj, which we first defined in the
 preceding section, can be interpreted simply
 as the probability (for a "mover") that his
 destination status will be j (for j 1,2,3).33

 The following remarks will provide an in-

 terpretation of Gj for the case where Gj
 is negative; i.e., when Aj<Rj. In this case,
 let Hi denote the negative of Gj.34 Writing

 Hj=-Gj, (12)
 we find that equation (11) can be rewritten
 as

 rRi-Hi (1-Ri), for i-j
 rij~ t(13)

 L(1+Hi)Rj, for i=7j.

 30 If the destination status for a given individual
 happens to be the same as his origin status, this
 does not necessarily mean that he is in the "stayer"
 group (unless the probability of this having hap-

 pened to him was one). An individual whose prob-
 ability (of having the same destination status as
 origin status) was less than one may nevertheless
 find that his destination status happens to be the
 same as his origin status.

 31 For a "mover," the probability Ri that his
 destination status will be j does not depend upon
 his origin status. For further discussion of the
 mover-stayer model, see Blumen, Kogan, and Mc-
 Carthy (1955), and Goodman (1961).

 32 Having provided a simple interpretation for

 Gj, the quantity Gj defined by formula (7) can be
 interpreted in a similar way; viz., as the estimated
 proportion of "stayers" among those having origin
 status j. This provides some further clarification of
 the term "persistence" as used herein.

 33 Compare this simple interpretation of Rj with
 the more complicated interpretation of this para-

 meter in the preceding section. The estimate R
 can also be interpreted in a similarly simple way.

 34 Of course, when Gj is negative, Hj will be
 positive.
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 Equation (13) can be interpreted as fol-
 lows: For the population of individuals who
 have origin status i, let us suppose that their
 destination status is determined in two
 stages. At the first stage, for an individual
 in the population who had origin status i,

 the probability is Rj that his status category
 will be j (for j-1,2,3) at this stage.35 After
 the first stage, a proportion Hi of the indi-
 viduals whose origin status was i are "re-
 moved" from among those whose status
 category was i at the first stage; 3a and,
 for each of the individuals who are "re-

 moved," the probability is Rj that his des-
 tination status at the second stage will be

 j (for j=1,2,3).37 For each individual who
 was not "removed" after the first stage, his
 status category at the first stage becomes
 his destination status at the second stage.38
 Considering now each individual who has
 origin status i, we find that formula (13)
 describes the probability 7rij that his desti-
 nation status at the second stage will be
 j. Thus, since formula (13) was first ob-
 tained above by rewriting equation (11)

 using the definition of Hj given by formula
 (12), we see that the quantity Hj defined
 by formula (12) can be interpreted simply
 as the proportion of those in origin status
 j who will be "removed" from this status

 category after the first stage. This serves

 as an interpretation of -Gj when Gj is
 negative.39

 The two stages (and the concepts related
 to them) in the two-stage model described
 in the preceding paragraph can be viewed
 as generalized abstractions; they need not
 be viewed as specific and concrete phe-
 nomena. The two-stage model refers to the
 various factors (psychological, sociological,
 genetic, etc.) that may lead to a decrease in
 the chances that an individual's status cate-
 gory would be the same as his father's.

 We have described in this section two
 different statistical models: (a) the mover-
 stayer model, and (b) the two-stage model.
 When there is quasi-perfect mobility in the
 non-diagonal cells, model (a) will fit the
 data for each origin status category j for

 which Gj is positive, and model (b) will fit
 the data for each origin status category j

 for which Gj is negative. For both the Brit-
 ish and Danish samples (Table 2), model
 (a) is relevant for origin status categories
 U and L, and model (b) is revelant for
 origin status category M.

 Before closing this section, we note that,
 although the methods in this section were
 described for the case where all the diag-
 diagonal cells are blanked out (and there
 is quasi-perfect mobility in the non-diagonal
 cells), they can be easily extended to the
 case where only some of the diagonal cells
 are blanked out (and there is quasi-perfect
 mobility in the cells that are not blanked

 out).40 In this case, we see that (a) the Rj
 would be calculated using the data in the
 cells that are not blanked out; and (b) for
 any origin status for which the diagonal cell
 was not blanked out, the numerical value of

 the corresponding Gi would be zero (or close
 to zero) if there was quasi-perfect mobility
 in the cells that were not blanked out.

 35The probability Rj that his status category
 will be j at the first stage does not depend upon
 his origin status.

 36 If we consider, say, origin status i=1, the
 proportion of individuals in the population in this

 origin status who will be in the same status cate-
 gory at the first stage is R1, and the proportion

 who will be in a different status category at the

 first stage is R2+R3=1-Rs. The individuals re-
 ferred to above who are "removed" from status

 category i=1 after the first stage are selected from

 among those whose origin status was id 1 and

 whose status category at the first stage was i= 1.

 37 If we consider, say, origin status i-1, for an
 individual who was "removed," the probability is
 R1 that his destination status at the second stage

 will be i=1; and the probability is R2+R3=1-Ri
 that his destination status will be j=71.

 38 Considering those individuals whose origin
 status was i, the individuals who were not "re-

 moved" include (1) those whose status category
 at the first stage differed from their origin status,
 and (2) those whose status category at the first
 stage was the same as their origin status but who
 were not among those who were "removed."

 39 A comment similar to footnote 32 can be ap-
 plied here.

 40 Recall Tables 1A and 1B. We are assuming
 here that none of the non-diagonal cells have been
 blanked out. The case where some of the non-
 diagonal cells are also blanked will be discussed
 in a later section herein.
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 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT KINDS

 OF INDICES

 Table 5 compares the index introduced
 in the preceding section with two other
 kinds of indices calculated for the British
 and Danish data in Table 2. First, let us
 discuss the comparison of our persistence
 index with the index of immobility based

 upon the usual mobility ratio. We found
 earlier that persistence was negative for
 origin status M in both the British and

 TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT KINDS
 OF INDICES PERTAINING TO EACH STATUS CATEGORY
 IN BRITISH AND DANISH SAMPLES: (1) INDEX OF

 PERSISTENCE Gj, (2) INDEX OF IMMOBILITY BASED
 UPON TIHE USUAL MOBILITY RATIO, (3) INDEX

 OF CONDITIONAL UNCERTAINTY

 Table 5A: British Sample

 Status Persistence Immobility Uncertainty
 Category Index Index Index

 U 0.40 1.71 0.43
 M -0. 22 1.16 0.46
 L 0.32 1.67 0.43

 Table 5B: Danish Sample

 Status Persistence Immobility Uncertainty
 Category Index Index Index

 U 0.52 1.51 0.38
 M -0.21 1.29 0.46
 L 0.32 1.97 0.44

 Danish samples; i.e., there was a tendency
 for there to be an "exodus" from origin
 status M. Now we find that the usual im-
 mobility index for this status category is
 larger than one. Thus, we note that (as in
 our earlier discussion of Tables 1A and 1B)
 the impression conveyed by the usual im-
 mobility index is incompatible with our in-
 terpretation of the persistence index. The
 usual immobility index was unable to detect
 the negative persistence, nor was it able to
 detect a case of zero persistence.4'

 Let us now consider the index of "condi-

 tional uncertainty" suggested by McFarland
 (1969) for the analysis of mobility tables.42
 For the population of individuals who were
 in origin status category i, the "conditional

 uncertainty" index Hi describes an aspect
 of the distribution (Wil, '7r!2 7r!3) of these
 individuals in the various destination status

 categories (j 1,2,3). This aspect indicates
 how different (in a certain special sense)
 this distribution is from two particular kinds
 of extreme distributions: (1) the uniform

 distribution (in which Wrij17ji2=7r3 1/3)
 describing "maximum uncertainty," and
 (2) the distributions describing "minimum
 uncertainty" in which one of three it's is 1

 and the other it's are zero (e.g., 2iTl1 and
 ri2 wi3=O). It should be noted that (a)
 this index does not distinguish in any way
 between the destination status category that
 is the same as the origin status category

 (i.e., the status category j, with j-i) and

 the destination status categories that are
 different from the origin status categories

 (i.e., the status categories j, with j7i);
 (b) the index of "uncertainty" can give the
 same numerical value when calculated for
 two distributions that differ from each other
 in important respects (e.g., one distribution

 might provide evidence of positive status
 persistence, and the other distribution might
 provide evidence of negative status persis-

 tence, in an analysis of the mobility ta-

 ble); 44 (c) the index does not take into

 41 See earlier discussion of Table 1B. In addi-
 tion to the differences between the two indices
 noted above, we also find that, although the per-
 sistence index for the U status category is larger
 than for the L status category, the usual index
 applied to the Danish data would have conveyed
 the impression that the opposite was the case.

 42 This index is based upon a mathematical theory
 of "information" developed in a different context
 by Shannon (see, e.g., Shannon and Weaver, 1949).
 We shall not describe the calculation of the uncer-
 tainty index here, but shall instead refer the reader
 to the details in McFarland's article (1969). To
 avoid any unnecessary confusion, we calculated
 this index using logarithms to the base 10, as was

 done also by McFarland.
 43 In other words, this index does not distinguish

 between the diagonal cells and the non-diagonal
 cells. Note that the usual immobility index does
 distinguish between these cells since it uses the
 mobility ratio in the diagonal cells to form the
 index. The index of persistence introduced herein
 also distinguishes between these cells.

 44 The two distributions may differ from each
 other in important respects, but their index value
 will be the same if each of them is different to
 the same extent (in a certain special sense) from
 the two particular kinds of extreme distributions
 described above.
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 account the magnitudes of the column mar-
 ginal totals (i.e., the distribution of the
 destination status categories for the indi-
 viduals summarized in the mobility ta-
 ble).45 Because of (a), (b), and (c), we
 would not be surprised to find situations
 where the use of the "uncertainty" index
 led to an impression of a given mobility ta-
 ble that was incompatible with the interpre-
 tation obtained with our persistence index.

 To compare the two indices, let us re-
 examine Table lB. Recall that, aside from
 the excess of people in the (U,U) cell, there
 is "perfect mobility" in this table; i.e., (a)
 there is status persistence of origin status
 U, and (b) there is no status persistence of
 origin status M or L. But the numerical
 values of the "uncertainty" index for this
 table are 0.47, 0.44, and 0.44, for the U, M,
 and L status categories respectively; indi-
 cating that the distribution of destination
 status categories for those with origin status
 U resembles the uniform distribution more
 closely than does the corresponding dis-
 tributions for those with origin status M or
 L. This index took into account neither (a)

 the fact that the distribution of the Rj (for
 j= 1,2,3) is very different from the uni-
 form distribution in this case (see earlier
 section herein), nor (b) the fact that the
 distribution of the column marginals (i.e.,
 the distribution of the destination status
 categories for the individual summarized in
 the mobility table) is also very different
 from the uniform distribution.

 Thus, applying the "uncertainty" index
 to Table 1B, we found that the destination
 status category is more "uncertain" (in the
 special sense described above) for an indi-
 vidual whose origin is status U than it is
 for an individual whose origin status is M
 or L; but we also had noted earlier that
 there is positive status persistence of origin
 status U, and no status persistence of origin
 status M or L. These comparisons should

 help to clarify what these indices are actu-
 ally measuring.46

 Before closing this section, we comment
 briefly on three other indices introduced in
 my earlier article (1969): (1) a modified
 form of the usual index of status immobil-
 ity obtained by replacing the usual "ex-
 pected frequencies" by the entries obtained
 in the "modified table" in which the ex-
 pected frequencies are calculated under
 quasi-perfect mobility; (2) an index based
 upon the interactions pertaining to "in-
 trinsic status inheritance" of the various
 status categories; 4 (3) an index based
 upon the difference between the observed
 frequencies and the entries obtained in the
 "modified table" (in which the expected
 frequencies are calculated under quasi-per-
 fect mobility) relative to the total number
 of individuals summarized in the mobility
 table.48 Although these indices are different

 from the index Gj introduced herein, they
 all make use of the quasi-perfect mobility

 model. The index G3 is asymmetric with re-
 spect to the row and column classifications
 of the table (it describes persistence from
 origin status to destination status); whereas
 the indices in my earlier articles are sym-
 metric. Applied to the British and Danish
 samples, the interpretation of the indices in
 my earlier article was compatible with the

 present interpretation using Gj.

 COMPARISON OF MAGNITUDES OF THE

 INDEX OF PERSISTENCE

 Having calculated the index of persistence

 Gj for the British and Danish samples in

 45 The usual immobility index takes into account
 the magnitudes of both the column marginals
 and the row marginals; and the index of persis-
 tence introduced herein also takes into account
 (in a somewhat different way) these marginals
 calculated for the table with some of its entries
 blanked out.

 46 For additional comparisons, see Pullum, 1970.
 47 The anti-logarithm of the interaction is a

 convenient index for reasons of the kind discussed
 on p. 34 of my earlier article (1969). See the dis-
 cussion there of the relationship between the new
 index of immobility and a certain kind of geo-
 metric average. (In the case considered there, the
 geometric average was the anti-logarithm of the
 interaction.)

 48 The relationship between this index and the

 index Gj, which we introduced herein, will be
 described in the section after the following one.
 Because of this relationship, the term "persistence"
 was also used on p. 33 of my earlier article (1969)
 in the discussion of the index introduced there.
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 an earlier section herein, we found, for ex-
 ample, that the magnitude of the index was
 larger for status category U than for status
 category L, that it was larger for status cate-
 gory L than for status category M, and
 that the index was negative for status cate-
 gory M. Are these observed differences in
 magnitude statistically significant? We shall
 now see how to test the null hypothesis that
 the differences are not statistically signifi-
 cant.

 We noted earlier herein that the null hy-
 pothesis of quasi-perfect mobility in the
 non-diagonal cells could be described by
 equation (4), or, equivalently, byn equation
 (9) or equation (11). To test this null hy-
 pothesis, we presented formula (6) for cal-
 culating the corresponding chi-square good-
 ness-of-fit statistic; and we obtained a
 chi-square of 0.6 for the British sample, and
 a chi-square of 0.8 for the Danish sample,
 each chi-square statistic having one degree
 of freedom. We shall now show how to com-
 pare these values with the corresponding
 chi-square goodness-of-fit values obtained
 when the null hypothesis to be tested is
 that the magnitude of the persistence Gj
 is the same for j-1,2,3; i.e., that Gj=G
 for 1,2,3.

 When GjG for j-1,2,3, then equation
 ( 11 ) can be replaced by

 FG+(1 G)Rj, for i=j
 7ri -q ( 14 )

 (1--G)Rj, for i=7j.
 In my earlier article (1964b), I showed
 how to test the null hypothesis described
 by equation (14). This was done by (a)
 calculating the maximum-likelihood estimate

 ijj of 7rij, under the null hypothesis; 50 (b)

 calculating the estimate ijj of the "expected
 frequency" in cell (ij) of the mobility table
 (under the null hypothesis), using the
 formula

 Fij-- fj.*irjj, (15)
 where fi. is the number of observed indi-
 viduals having origin status i; and then (c)

 comparing the observed frequency fij with

 the corresponding "expected frequency" Fij
 using the chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic

 3 3

 X2- ( fij-Fij)1/Fij1 ( 16)
 i~1 j 1

 with a 3 x 1=3 degrees of freedom.51 This
 goodness-of-fit statistic can be used to test
 the null hypothesis described by equation
 (14).

 Applying this method to the data in Ta-
 ble 2, we obtain chi-square values of 137.3
 and 135.3, respectively, for the British and
 Danish samples. (See Table 6 for the cor-

 TABLE 6. EXPECTED MOBILITY PATTERN FOR BRITISH

 AND DANISH MALE SAMPLES WHEN IT IS ASSUMED

 THAT THE MAGNITUDE OF STATUS PERSISTENCE IN

 BRITAIN IS THE SAME FROM EACH OF THE THREE

 STATUS CATEGORIES OF ORIGIN, AND A SIMILAR

 ASSUMPTION IS MADE ABOUT THE MAGNI-

 TUDE OF STATUS PERSISTENCE IN
 DENMARK

 Table 6A: British Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 507.5 369.4 265.1

 Father's Status M 321.6 837.9 350.5
 L 180.0 273.3 391.7

 Table 6B: Danish Sample

 Subject's Status

 U M L

 U 603.6 294.7 184.7

 Father's Status M 210.9 434.4 132.7
 L, 143.7 144.2 242.1

 A

 responding values of the Fij.) Thus, the null
 hypothesis described by equation (14) would
 be rejected for both the British and Danish
 data.

 The null hypothesis described by equa-
 tion (14) differs from the null hypothesis
 of quasi-perfect mobility for the non-diag-
 onal cells only in that the Gj are assumed
 equal to each other (for j-1,2,3) under the
 null hypothesis described by equation (14)

 whereas under quasi-perfect mobility the Gj

 49 The second and third sentence of footnote 21
 apply here too.

 50 The calculation of the 7r j is described (in
 summary form) in Appendix A2 herein.

 51 The f i are the nine entries in the 3 x 3 mobil-
 ity table (before any of the entries have been
 blanked out); and, similarly, the f1. used in for-
 mula (15) are the row marginal totals for this
 mobility table. See my earlier article (1964b), and
 Appendix A2 herein, for further details.
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 need not be equal to each other (see equa-
 tion (11)). We noted earlier that the null
 hypothesis of quasi-perfect mobility was ac-
 cepted for both the British and Danish data.
 Under the assumption that there is quasi-
 perfect mobility in the non-diagonal cells,

 we can test the null hypothesis that GjNG
 (for j 1,2,3), by calculating the difference
 between the statistic (16) (with its 3 de-
 grees of freedom) and the corresponding
 goodness-of-fit statistic (6) (with its 1 de-
 gree of freedom) obtained in testing for

 quasi-perfect mobility. This difference will
 have an asymptotic chi-square distribution

 with 3- 1-2 degrees of freedom, under the

 null hypothesis that Gj=G (for j=1,2,3).
 Applying this method to the data in

 Table 2, we obtain chi-square values of

 137.3-0.6 * 136.7 and 135.3-0.8- *134.4,
 respectively, for the British and Danish

 samples. Thus, the null hypothesis that

 Gj=G (for j=1,2,3) would be rejected for
 both the British and Danish data.

 Before closing this section, it is perhaps
 worth noting that, instead of calculating
 the chi-square goodness-of-fit statistics, we
 could have calculated the corresponding chi-
 square likelihood-ratio statistics (see, e.g.,
 Goodman, 1965, 1968). When this is done,
 the difference between the chi-square likeli-
 hood-ratio statistic calculated to test the
 null hypothesis described by equation (14)
 and the corresponding chi-square likelihood-
 ratio statistic calculated to test the null hy-
 pothesis of quasi-perfect mobility can be
 interpreted as the chi-square likelihood-
 ratio statistic obtained by comparing the
 likelihood of obtaining the observed data
 when there is quasi-perfect mobility with
 the corresponding likelihood of obtaining
 the observed data when equation (14) is
 true. Since the findings obtained when these
 calculations are applied to the British and
 Danish data are very similar to those pre-
 sented above, we shall not go into these
 details here.

 AN INDEX OF THE NET AMOUNT

 OF PERSISTENCE

 For the British 3 x 3 mobility table, the
 numerical values of the index of per-
 sistence pertaining to the three status
 categories (i.e., 0.40, -0.22, 0.32) provide

 a summary of this aspect of social mobility,
 and a similar kind of summary is provided
 by the corresponding three numerical values
 calculated for the Danish 3 x 3 mobility
 table. For each of these mobility tables, we
 shall now show how to obtain a single nu-
 merical value that can serve as a measure

 of the net amount of status persistence in
 the table.

 We noted in an earlier section herein that,

 when the index of persistence Gj is positive,
 it can be interpreted as the estimated pro-
 portion of "stayers" among those having

 origin status j; and when Gj is negative, the

 index -Gj can be interpreted as the esti-
 mated proportion of those in origin status

 j who will be "removed" from this status
 category after the first stage. Now let us

 consider a weighted average G of the Gj,
 using as the weights the proportion of indi-
 viduals in the mobility table who are in
 the corresponding origin status categories.
 In other words, let

 , 3
 G E pi.Gi, (17)

 i=1

 where pi. is the proportion of individuals
 in the ith row of the mobility table. With

 the earlier interpretation of the Gj, we now

 find from formula (17) that G can be in-

 terpreted as the estimated proportion of
 "stayers" in the population minus the esti-

 mated proportion of those who would be
 "removed" from their status category after

 the first stage. Calculating this index for
 the British and Danish samples, we obtain
 A

 G=.11 and G- .24, respectively.
 The index described by formula (17) can

 be applied when the magnitudes of status
 persistence differ greatly for the different
 status categories of origin, as well as when
 these magnitudes are similar. (This index
 can also be used to estimate the parameter

 G in equation (14) when the null hypothesis
 described by (14) is assumed to be true;

 but the statistic 0 calculated in Appendix A2
 is actually a better estimate of the parameter

 in (14) in this special case.)

 We shall now comment briefly upon an
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 index which was introduced in my earlier

 article (1969); viz.,

 3 A
 G'= E ii-F'ij)/n, ( 18)

 i~r1
 where n is the total number of individuals

 summarized in the mobility table, fii is the

 observed frequency in cell (i,i), and F'1i is
 the corresponding entry in the "modified
 table" 52 in which the expected frequencies
 are estimated under quasi-perfect mobility,
 i.e.,

 A A 3 A A

 F'ii-n?PiRi/[1- : Pk Rk17 (19)
 k= 1

 where n' is the total number of individuals
 in the non-diagonal cells of the table. (The
 F'i can also be calculated by either one of
 the following alternative formulae:

 F'ii1f0i. Ri/(1-Ri),
 or (20)

 FAi= f?.- P,/(1-Pi)j
 where fVi. and f?.j are the marginals for
 the ith row and ith column respectively, in
 the mobility table with the diagonal entries

 blanked out.) We find that G'-G. Thus,
 formula (18) provides an alternative to
 formula (17) for the calculation of the

 index G; and the interpretation of G pre-
 sented herein applies also to the index (18)
 introduced in my earlier article.

 We also find that

 pi. GI (fiI-F'Ii)/n. (21)

 Denoting this quantity as Si, we see that Si
 can be interpreted as the estimated propor-
 tion of individuals in the total population
 who are "stayers" in status category i (when

 SI>0), and that -Si can be interpreted as
 the estimated proportion of individuals in
 the total population who would be "re-
 moved" from status category i after the first

 stage (when Si<O). Calculating Si from the
 data in Table 2, we obtain 0.13, -0.10,
 and 0.08, for the U, M, and L status cate-
 gories, respectively, in Britain; and 0.23,
 -0.07, and 0.07, respectively, in Denmark.

 The index G defined by formula ( 17)
 made use of a particular set of weights in
 calculating the weighted average. Other sets
 of weights might also be of interest. For ex-
 ample, we might also be interested in the
 index

 3 3

 G*= pj.(1 Rj)Gj /, pj( R0

 (22)

 [ 4 ipj-1 .) ] ~ /[1i pi.Ri]
 where Pli is the proportion of individuals in
 the mobility table who have both origin
 status i and destination status i. Calculating

 G* for the British and Danish samples, we

 obtain G*=.20 and G* .30, respectively.
 This index is related to, but different from,
 several indices that had been introduced
 earlier for measuring "reliability," "consis-
 tency," or "concordance." 53

 THE ANALYSIS OF CROSS-CLASSIFICATION

 TABLES OTHER THAN THE 3 x 3 TABLES

 The methods presented in the preceding
 sections for the analysis of 3 x 3 cross-clas-
 sification tables can be extended in a direct
 fashion to provide methods for the analysis
 of other tables. We shall illustrate the ap-
 plication of some of the extended methods
 by applying them to the 5 x 5 table (Table
 7) obtained by dividing the U status cate-
 gory of the 3 x 3 table into two status cate-
 gories, and by dividing the L status cate-
 gory into two status categories as well.54
 The British data are given in sufficient de-
 tail (and the sample is large enough) to
 make possible this particular 5 x 5 cross-

 52 See, for example, Table 17 in my earlier article
 (1969).

 53See, e.g., Gini's indices described in Goodman
 and Kruskal (1959), and the consistency index in
 Suzuki and Takahasi (1968) and in Suzuki (1968).
 These indices use, as a standard for comparisons,
 the model in which the row and column classifica-
 tions are independent; whereas, the more realistic
 model of "quasi-independence" is used herein, in
 one form or another. As we have noted earlier,

 the indices proposed herein (indices G and G*, in
 particular) can also be applied to cross-classifica-
 tions in contexts other than the analysis of
 mobility.

 54 This particular 5 x 5 table was also considered
 in my earlier articles (1965, 1969).
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 TABLE 7. CROSS-CLASSIFICATION OF BRITISH MALE
 SAMPLE ACCORDING TO EACH SUBJECT'S STATUS

 CATEGORY (CATEGORY OF DESTINATION) AND HIS
 FATHER'S STATUS CATEGORY (CATEGORY OF ORIGIN)

 Subject's Status

 1 2 3 4 5

 1 297 92 172 37 26

 Father's 2 89 110 223 64 32
 Statue's 3 164 185 714 258 189
 Status 4 2 5 40 179 143 71

 5 17 32 141 91 106

 classification; but this could not be done
 with the Danish data. Even for the British
 data, it was not possible to divide the M
 status category into two subcategories.

 With the finer division into five status
 categories in Table 7, we would expect
 that "status persistence" (in a more gen-
 eral sense) might affect not only the num-
 ber of individuals who are in the same status
 category as their fathers but also the num-
 ber of individuals who are in the status
 category immediately adjacent to their
 fathers; and in this case we would test the
 null hypothesis of "quasi-perfect mobility"
 blanking out those individuals in Table 7
 whose origin status and destination status
 differ by at most one status category. Thus,
 if we blank out the entries in the corre-
 sponding 13 cells in Table 7 (i.e., the 5
 cells on the (main) diagonal and the 8 cells
 on the adjacent subdiagonals), a chi-square
 goodness-of-fit value of 1.31 is obtained for
 testing the null hypothesis of "quasi-perfect
 mobility" (for the individuals who have not
 been blanked out). Since 13 cells were
 blanked out in the 5 x 5 table, the chi-square
 value has 4x4-13=3 degrees of freedom
 (see Goodman, 1965). Thus, we see that
 the observed pattern of frequencies in the
 cells that were not blanked out was con-
 gruent with the thesis that there was quasi-
 perfect mobility in those cells.

 From the cells in Table 7 that were not
 blanked out, the "theoretical tendencies"
 Rj (for j 1 .2- - ,5) can be estimated by
 the methods given in my earlier articles
 (1963, 1964a, 1965). Applying these
 methods to the data in Table 7 (blanking
 out those individuals whose origin status
 and destination status differ by at most one
 status category), we obtain the following

 estimates: R1=0.07, R2=0.13, R3-0.58,

 R4=0.14, R5-O.08. The corresponding

 values of the index of persistence Gj (for
 j- 1,2,.. ,5) are given in the second column
 of Table 8.

 In view of the fact that Table 7 was ob-
 tained by a division of the U and L status
 categories of Table 2 into status categories
 1 and 2 and status categories 4 and 5, re-
 spectively, of Table 7, we might also expect
 that it might only be necessary to blank
 out the four cells in the upper left corner
 (i.e., the cells (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2)),

 TABLE 8. AN INDEX OF THE DEGREE TO WHIcH AN
 INDIVIDUAL'S STATUS OF ORIGIN PERSISTS FROM
 His ORIGIN TO HIS DESTINATION, CALCULATED FOR
 EACH STATUS CATEGORY OF ORIGIN IN THE BRITISH
 SAMPLE, USING Two DIFFERENT METHODS: (A)
 BLANKING OUT THE THIRTEEN CELLS ON THE
 MAIN DIAGONAL AND ADJACENT SUBDIAGONALS, AND
 (B) BLANKING OUT THE NINE CELLS CONSISTING
 OF THE FIVE DIAGONAL CELLS AND THE CELLS (1,2),

 (2,1), (4,5), (5,4)

 Index of Persistence

 Status Calculated Calculated
 Category by Method A by Method B

 1 0.44 0.43
 2 0.10 0.12
 3 -0.27 -0.22
 4 0.20 0.20
 5 0.21 0.20

 the four cells in the lower right corner (i.e.,
 the cells (4,4), (4,5), (5,4), (5,5)), and
 the cell in the middle (i.e., the cell (3,3)).
 Indeed, a chi-square goodness-of-fit value
 of 7.86 is obtained (with 4 x 4-9=7 de-
 grees of freedom) for testing the null hy-
 pothesis of quasi-perfect mobility when we
 blank out the nine cells listed above. Thus,
 we see that the data in the cells that were
 not blanked out are congruent with the thesis
 that there was quasi-perfect mobility in
 those cells.

 Earlier we blanked out 13 cells and now
 we blank out only 9 cells. Thought must
 be given, in each particular analysis, to de-
 termining which cells should be blanked out.
 Blanking out the 9 cells has the advantage
 that it blanks out fewer observations, while
 blanking out the 13 cells has the advantage
 that it leads to a chi-square goodness-of-fit
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 value that is somewhat smaller in relative
 terms. (In comparing the observed chi-
 square values, the difference in their degrees
 of freedom can be taken into account by
 comparing the corresponding percentiles
 pertaining to the observed values.) Let us
 now compare the results we obtained earlier
 in the case where 13 cells were blanked out
 with the corresponding results obtained
 when only 9 cells are blanked out.

 When the 9 cells are blanked out in Table
 7, we obtain the following estimates of the

 "theoretical tendencies" Rj (for jl,; -,5):
 A A A A

 R1=0.09, R2= .1 1, R3_0.57, R4 0.14,
 A

 R5-0.10. The corresponding values of the

 index of persistence Gj (for j1,2, ,5)
 are given in the third column of Table 8.
 We see from Table 8 that the numerical re-
 sults obtained are quite similar for the two
 methods of blanking out cells considered
 herein. It should also be noted that, if an
 inappropriate set of cells are blanked out
 in the 5 x 5 cross-classification table (e.g.,
 if only the five diagonal cells had been
 blanked out in Table 7), then quite different
 (and misleading) results would have been
 obtained. (The inappropriateness of blank-
 ing out only the diagonal cells is a conse-
 quence of the finer division into five status
 categories in Table 7; 55 there could not be
 quasi-perfect mobility in the non-diagonal
 cells of this table.56)

 In this section we have calculated the

 index of persistence Gj from equation (7),

 where now j =1,2,s ,5, and where the Rj
 are calculated with a given set of cells
 blanked out (the diagonal cells together with
 some given non-diagonal cells). For a given
 origin status i, if the only destination status
 category that is blanked out is j=i, then

 the interpretation of GI presented in the
 earlier section (in terms of the mover-stayer
 model and the two-stage model) can be
 applied here too. On the other hand, in con-
 sidering a given origin status i, if the desti-
 nation status categories that are blanked
 out are j i and also some other values of

 j, then a modified form of GI might also
 be considered; viz.,

 A A A

 DI=(Bi Ti)/( 1- Ti)1 (23)

 where BI is the observed proportion of in-
 dividuals in the destination status categories
 that are blanked out among those whose

 origin status was i, and Ti is the sum of the

 Rj for the values of j corresponding to the
 destination status categories that are blanked

 out. The index Di can be interpreted (by
 a direct extension of the earlier discussion
 herein) as the proportion of "stayers"
 among those with origin status i, where
 "stayers" now include all individuals who
 are certain to be in one of the blanked out
 destination status categories.57 Although the

 index GI calculated from equation (7) does
 not have a similar interpretation (in terms
 of the mover-stayer model and the two-
 stage model) except when the only destina-
 tion status category that is blanked out is
 j i, this index is still meaningful as a

 measure of the difference between Ai and RI,

 relative to the difference 1 -Ri.

 55 Recall the remark earlier in this section per-
 taining to "status persistence" (in a more general
 sense) from an origin status category to the same
 or adjacent destination status categories. Other
 ways of viewing this table also confirm the inap-
 propriateness of blanking out only the diagonal
 cells here.

 56 This can be verified by an examination, by
 sight alone, of Table 7. As I noted in my earlier
 article (1965), the model of "quasi-perfect mobil-
 ity" for a given set of cells (e.g., the non-diagonal
 cells) implies, among other things, that there is
 "perfect mobility" for the population in each
 rectangular (or square) subtable that can be formed
 from this set of cells. Thus, "quasi-perfect mobil-
 ity" for the non-diagonal cells of Table 7 would
 imply that there would be "perfect mobility" for
 the population in, say, the 2 x 2 subtable corre-
 sponding to cells (1,2), (1,4), (5,2), (5,4) of Table
 7, the 2 x 2 subtable corresponding to cells (2,1),
 (2,5), (4,1), (4,5) of the table, etc.; but this im-
 plication is obviously contradicted by the data.
 For further discussion of this method of analysis,

 see my earlier article (1965); for related matters,
 see also McFarland, 1968, and Pullum, 1970.

 A

 57 If Di is negative, then an interpretation of
 A

 -Di can be obtained by a direct extension of the
 earlier discussion of the two-stage model (rather
 than the mover-stayer model). A remark analogous
 to footnote 30 would also be appropriate here.
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 APPENDIX

 Al. How to Test for Quasi-Perfect Mobility
 in the Non-Diagonal Cells.

 Here we shall describe (in summary

 form) the calculation of the quantity F0?j

 used in formula (6); and the quantities Rj
 A

 and Pi used at various points in the present
 article.

 Let us consider a K x K mobility table.
 (For each of the cross-classifications in Ta-

 bles 1 and 2, K-3; and for the cross-
 classification in Table 7, K=5.) First,
 replace the entries in the K diagonal cells
 of the mobility table by zeros; and, for

 the table thus obtained, let f0i. and f0.j
 denote the marginal totals for the ith row

 (i 1,2,-*. ,K) and jth column (j-1,2,
 K), respectively. Next, we shall calcu-
 late two sets of quantities, (Ul, U2, . * UK)
 and (V1, V2, , VK), which will be used

 later in calculating the Rj, Pi, and F'ij.
 We calculate the Ui (for i 1,2, - - *,K) and
 Vj (for j 1,2,... ,K) by the following
 iterative procedure:

 As the first step in the iterative proce-
 dure, take

 U0i foi. (for i- 1,2 *,K). (24)
 As the 2mth step (m 1,2, - - - ), take

 Vj2m-lf j/ [U j ]
 (for j=1,2, - *K), (25)
 K

 where U.2'' X U12m. As the (2m+ 1) th
 i 1

 step (m-1,2, ), take

 Ui2m f ?./[Vl.2n-1\7,2m-1]
 (for i- 1,2, K), (26)

 K

 where V.2m-l= : Vj2m-1 . The iterative
 j=1

 steps are continued for m- 1, 2,*, until
 the desired accuracy is obtained. Then the

 quantities Pi, Rj, and F ij are calculated
 as follows:

 K

 Pi- Ui/ Y Uk (for i- 1,2,-..,K) (27)
 k- 1

 A K

 Rj-Vj/ :> Vk (for j=1,2, .. ,K) (28)
 k 1

 A

 Foij=UiVj (for ic/j), (29)
 where U, and Vi denote the quantities ob-

 tained when the iterative procedure de-
 scribed above has been completed. The re-
 searcher who wishes to apply these methods
 can use the numerical results pertaining to
 Tables 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, which we pre-
 sented earlier in this article, to check
 whether he is carrying out these methods
 correctly.

 The methods described above are suitable
 when the diagonal cells have been blanked
 out, and "quasi-perfect mobility" (i.e.,
 quasi-independence") in the non-diagonal
 cells is to be assumed or tested. These
 methods can be directly extended to the
 case where some other specified set of cells
 have been blanked out, and "quasi-inde-
 pendence" in the cells that have not been
 blanked out is to be assumed or tested;
 and it can also be extended to the analysis
 of rectangular (rather than square) cross-
 classification tables (i.e., RxC cross-classi-
 fication tables, where the number R of rows
 need not be equal to the number C of col-
 umns). The details appear in my earlier
 articles (1963, 1964a, 1968).58
 A2. How to Test the Hypothesis that the

 Magnitude of the Index of Persistence
 Gj is the Same for the Status Categories
 j=1,2, * **K.

 Here we shall describe (in summary

 form) the calculation of the quantity 7rij,
 which is used in formula (15) to calculate

 Fij, which is used in turn in formula (16).
 Let us again consider a K x K cross-

 classification table, where fij denotes the ob-

 58 The method described in my 1968 article uses
 a starting point for the iterative procedure that
 will, in some cases, be slightly different from the
 starting point used in my earlier articles. With the
 starting point for the iterations presented in my
 1968 article, it was easier to prove that the values

 A A

 of Pi and Rb, which are calculated from the
 quantities obtained by the iterative procedure, will
 converge to the appropriate numerical estimates
 (when the entries that are not blanked out in the
 table are all positive). Nevertheless, it should be
 noted that, with the starting point for the itera-
 tions presented in my earlier articles, it is also
 possible to prove that the iterative procedure has
 this desirable feature (see Haberman, 1969). Cri-
 teria for deciding when the iterative procedure has
 been completed to the desired accuracy can be

 based upon the numerical values of the Pi and/or

 Ri (or the F1,j) calculated at various points in
 the procedure.
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 served frequency in cell (ij) of the table.
 First, we shall calculate a set of K quanti-
 ties, (Y1, Y2, , YK), which will be used
 later in calculating the 7ij. The yj (for
 j=1,2,- -,K) are obtained as the solution
 of the following set of K linear equations:

 yjcj+ :4 yj(bj aj)=bj
 i7Lj (30)

 (for j=1,2, .,K),
 where the constants aj, bj, and cj in these
 equations are defined as follows:

 ai f2i./fI. (31)
 bj- at, (32)

 jij
 K

 cj- bj-ajar Y f2i./f ii (33)
 i-1

 and the symbol denotes a summation

 over all values of i that are different from

 j; i.e., over all values of i (i- 1,2,* ,K)
 except i=j. After solving the set of K linear
 equations (30) by the usual methods to
 obtain the values yj (for j=1,2,* ,K), we
 then use these values in the first step of the
 following iterative procedure:

 At the first step, take

 x1j)=yj (for j=1,2,J -K) (34)
 and K

 ayj. (35)
 j~1

 At the mth step (m-2,3 ), take
 Xj(M) {SjO(m-1)_[Xj(m-1) ]2}/ (36)

 [O(m-1) p.j]
 and K

 0(m)1- : xj(M) (37)
 j=1

 with the constants sj and p.j defined by
 sj= ( f.j - fjj ) /n (38)

 and

 p.j- f.j/n, (39)
 where f.j is the marginal total in the jtI
 column, and n is the total number of ob-
 servations summarized in the mobility table.
 The iterative steps are continued for
 m=2,3, , until the desired accuracy is
 obtained. Let 0 and xj denote the quantities
 obtained when the iterative procedure has

 been completed. Then the quantity ,ij,
 which we use in formula (15), is calculated
 as follows:

 ?+x1 for j=i
 7rj-- i (40)

 jXj for j-ri.

 The researcher who wishes to apply these

 methods can use the numerical results per-
 taining to Tables 2A and 2B (see, e.g., Ta-
 bles 6A and 6B), which we presented earlier
 herein, to check whether he is carrying out
 these methods correctly. It may also be
 worth noting that, although an iterative
 procedure is necessary in order to calculate

 the maximum-likelihood estimate *ij of 7ruj
 in the present context, it is also possible
 to apply statistical theory to obtain some
 justification (when the sample size n is
 large) for the use of certain kinds of esti-

 mates of irij that do not require iterative
 calculations. For example, considering the

 estimate 7rij of irij, which is obtained by
 replacing 0 and x; in formula (40) by

 0M) and xiM, respectively (i.e., by the par-
 ticular values (35) and (34) obtained at
 the first step before the iterative calcula-
 tions are made), we find that some of the

 properties of this estimate of Xi; will be simi-
 lar to those of the maximum-likelihood esti-
 mate when the sample size is large. For

 further details, see my earlier article

 (1964b).
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 MEASURING POPULATION DIVERSITY *

 STANLEY LIEBERSON

 University of Washington

 Viewing diversity as the position of a population along a homogeneity-heterogeneity con-
 tinuum, a general method is presented for describing diversity within and between groups
 that are classified by one or more qualitative variables. This method has a wide range of
 applications, including such phenomena as attitudinal consensus, political cleavage, residen-
 tial isolation, linguistic communication, cohesion, as well as the general diversity of popu-
 lations. Diversity is operationally defined as the probability of obtaining unlike character-
 istics when two persons are randomly paired. Computation of the indexes of diversity
 within a population, A", and between two populations, Ab, is illustrated with data drawn
 from several substantive areas in sociology.

 T HIs paper proposes a general method

 for describing the magnitude of diver-
 sity within and between social aggre-

 gates. The method can be applied to popu-

 rations classified by one or more qualitative
 variables, for example, religion, ethnic origin,
 political party, etc. Since diversity measures
 are appropriate for either attitudinal or so-
 cial characteristics, their range of applica-
 tion is rather extensive, including such
 phenomena as political cleavage, cohesion,
 consensus, and residential isolation. The ap-
 proach taken, based on the elementary ap-
 plication of permutations and combinations

 - * I am deeply indebted to Mrs. Lynn K. Hansen
 for her invaluable assistance on this project. The
 paper benefited greatly from a critical reading by
 Professor Herbert L. Costner. This paper is a by-
 product of research conducted on language pluralism
 under N.S.F. Grant GS-1869.
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